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Dear families,
We have reached the end of a difficult and testing year for us all. We
would like to thank all the school
community for their patience and
flexibility in moving forward with
the challenges faced.
This year as a Headteacher’s Ambassador team, we would like to thank
the teachers and TAs for working
with us students throughout the
Covid-19 pandemic, supporting us
with in-class learning and online
learning and supporting us and motivating us in our returning to
school.
We would also like to thank the support staff, in particular the cleaning
staff, for working tirelessly to make
Beacon High a safe place for us to
learn. We would like to also thank
the office team for
working
throughout this pandemic, keeping
us and our families informed, conducting health and safety checks
and making sure that everyone has
access to what they need.
As you know, the COVID-19 guidelines and restrictions are constantly
changing and we would like to encourage you to continue to act with
vigilance and safety during the holiday period. We know that concern
for the safety of your child and your
families are paramount for you at
this time.
Lastly, we would like to wish
the entire school community,
a restful, lovely and safe
holiday.
Simi
Kellis
Reda
(Year 11 Head’s Ambassadors)

Thursday 17th December 2020

STUDENTS TAKE OVER

As this unprecedented year draws to a close we are giving the last word to our
students. This week the Student Leadership Team has taken over the writing of
the newsletter. You will find topics including politics and current affairs, health
and lifestyle, culture and literature, as well as a holiday message from our
Head's Ambassadors. I'm sure you will agree with me that they have done a fantastic job. Happy holiday reading!
Sarah McDonald
Assistant Headteacher

OUR FOOD AND CULTURE AT CHRISTMAS
By Kellis and Jessica

Another example is Bolivia:

Christmas is the time of year for families
to get together, give presents and enjoy a
lovely meal. However, cultures celebrate
this holiday differently.

In Bolivia, they celebrate Christmas from
Christmas Eve up until Epiphany (6th January) Epiphany is a Christian feast day that
celebrates the revelation of God incarnate
as Jesus Christ. During christmas eve at
midnight, since most of the population are
catholic, the people go to a midnight mass
called the ‘Misa de Gallo’ (Mass of the
rooster) after the Mass, the people eat the
traditional meal which is called ‘Picana’ a
stew/soup made from chicken, beef
(lamb) and pork which is served with potatoes and corn. The musicians of bullanguera teach the children how to play instruments and play traditional carols.

For example in trinidad and Tobago:
A special Trinidadian music, Parang, is
played. Parang is an upbeat VenezuelaTrinidad hybrid music normally sung in
Spanish. There's also 'soca parang' where
songs are sung in English. In the evenings
around Christmas, many people like to be
'Parranderos' and go from house to house
singing Christmas songs. Lots of different
instruments are used in Parang including
guitars and cuatros (a small four stringed
guitar), violins, maracas (called chacchacs) and (two wooden blocks which are
known as toc-toc).
The Christmas day meal is usually prepared throughout mid-December, and into
the new year! The traditional Trinbagonian Christmas meal include apples and
grapes, sorrel, ponche-de-creme (a version of eggnog), ham, turkey, homemade
bread, ginger beer and pastelles (a version of tamales)

EXAMS TO GO AHEAD FOR 2021
IN ENGLAND,
A STUDENT’S CONCERNS
By Taseen

Around a week ago, the government made a statement regarding
this year’s Year 11, 2021 GCSEs.
These statements have specified
the changes of how exams will be
marked. Examples include, generous marking, reference sheets and
a reduction of required information. Year 11 students have been
asked their opinions on this. The
majority have said that they feel a
sense of unease as the government has given slight insight into
this. The precedent set by the Devolved Governments in Scotland
and Wales cancelling their GCSEs
has caused students in England to
become upset, feeling that they
are being neglected by the Government, despite also having missed
many months of valuable education. The only news confirmed is
that a few subjects have been
pushed back a few weeks, giving little recognition to the mental
wellbeing of students. The impact
of students having to frequently
self-isolate due to the amount of
cases has caused many to miss
multiple weeks of vital lessons,
going over previous topics and
new lessons. This has caused a
dramatic increase of young adults
to suffer from mental health issues, such as anxiety. What are
your thoughts on this?

SLEEP DEPRIVATION: WHAT IS THE COST? By Rae
It's common knowledge that during the adolescence period the human body needs more
sleep than the average adult. This is due to the
fact that their bodies are still developing and
things are changing. They go through significant hormonal shifts and a great deal of brain
development during these years of their life.
These changes affect a person's regular behaviour. These things are normal however, the
negative effects can be increased dramatically
due to the lack of sleep and it can also provoke
bad habits.

I myself used to sleep late which greatly affected my health and my learning. It even got
as bad as me staying up until 5am on a school
night and having to get up 2 hours later. This
meant that I could not focus in class and also
found it very difficult to stay awake. My grades
were affected and so was my social interactions. It was very difficult to try and stick to a
sleep schedule and i still struggle with it now,
especially with the stress caused by exams
coming up.

What is the recommended amount of sleep
for a teenager?

There are many reasons why students stay up
late and one of them is to study! Many students are finding themselves extremely
stressed during this period of time. This is
mainly due to the amount of time we have
missed off school and the spread of the coronavirus. Therefore many of us are trying to
make up for the time we have missed by
studying late. This interrupts our sleep schedule and greatly affects our mood and mental
health.

The average recommended amount of sleep
for a teenager is 8-10 hours from the ages 1318. This is to provide the amount of rest
needed to allow their body to rest and develop
normally without any complications. Although
many teenagers are focused on their studies
and their school work, they cannot produce
work that is of the best quality without a good
sleep schedule that they follow regularly.
What are the effects of a bad sleep schedule?
Children and adolescents who do not have a
good sleep schedule and do not get the recommended amount of sleep are at a higher risk of
developing diabetes, injuries, poor mental
health, behaviour issues and also have a higher
chance of developing obesity.
Many students who suffer from insomnia,
even if it's only slight, see a noticeable change
in their performance at school and other activities. They can get easily distracted, frustrated, angry and annoyed which affects the
quality of their work.
Are students getting enough sleep?
Most students have said that they are not
getting the recommended amount of sleep. A
study has shown that only 15% of students are
getting 8 ½ hours of sleep on a school night
whereas the other 85% only get around 6
hours of sleep. The study showed that a student's sleep schedule constantly changed
throughout the week and also students would
sleep late on a school night and sleep in during
the weekends. The inconsistency of their sleep
schedule affects their biological clocks, their
quality of sleep and their behaviour during the
day.

Why are students staying up late?

Another reason is technology. During the pandemic we have relied more on technology than
we ever have before. Not just for entertainment purposes but also to keep in contact with
family and friends. Due to spending a lot more
time on our phones and other devices during
quarantine, some may find it difficult to put it
down now. We are addicted to technology and
we need to stop! It's damaging our sleep
schedule and our quality of sleep even more!
Conclusion:
Overall, many students are affected by sleep
deprivation and it's a major cause for concern.
It affects their work quality and their social
interactions. Their physical health as well as
their mental health is affected and it can be
very difficult to change these dangerous habits. We need to be more aware of the problem
and try to fix it early on so it doesn’t have a
negative impact on our lives.

Have your contact details changed recently? Or does your child have a medical condition we do not know about?
Please let the office staff know as soon as you can by emailing: postbox@beacon.org

COVID-19 AND BEACON HIGH TIME - HOW SHOULD WE SPEND IT?
By Vincent
Social distancing
and mask wearing,
I’m sure that most
of us are all fed up
with the current
situation regarding
Covid-19, but how has it affected Beacon High students
academically and mentally?
It has been nine months since the UK nationwide lockdown and it feels like an eternity and with uncertainty
surrounding schools and employment. Schools especially have been hit hard with rising cases in London
and across the UK, but the government is optimistic
about continuing the education of millions of children.
So, what does it mean to be a Beacon High Student
during the Coronavirus pandemic and how has your life
been affected due to the loss of six months. Olivia Yates
of Year 11 has lost valuable learning time and has been
unable to see her extended family, fortunately the six
months have allowed to reflect and prepare for the
new school year. Kellis Willams also of year 11 replied
to my question, ‘do you feel prepared for our vital
GCSEs in May?’. She said that at the pace she has been
revising she feels prepared but there is still a lot of uncertainty surrounding our exams. Ultimately, Year 11
Beacon High students are feeling hopeful that the 2021
exams will go as well as planned and that the six
months off won’t significantly damage grades, but the
time spent away from family and friends has reduced
morale.
What can you do to support during this difficult and
stressful time for Year 11 students?
Finally, will prioritising the younger years be vital or
should focusing on Years 10 and 11 be the number 1
issue for Beacon High? Considering the time lost, you
can argue both ways. The younger years require a
strong foundation in education in order to build up
valuable skills such as revision and learn basic content
needed for GCSEs whereas KS4 (Year 11) have exams in
only 5 months, where gaining qualifications is the
strongest path to success in modern Britain. Coming
from a place of bias, being a Year 11 student myself, it
is unfair for me to decide. All we can do is work our
hardest, don’t give up, and continue to aspire. Believe,
belong, become.
In conclusion, the Covid-19 pandemic has taught us a
lot about ourselves and how to support others in a
society where struggle has driven us to voice our opinions and make a change. Schools should aim to support
all students no matter the consequences so that their
mental health can prosper and their academic success
can flourish, Beacon High has done just that.

There are many different ways that
everyone chooses to spend their
time, some people choose to take up
hobbies like sports or baking but
others just choose to spend their
time doing nothing. Out of these two
options; which do you believe is the
most productive? If you said the first
one you would be correct. The terrifying truth is that many people
across the UK deliberately choose to
spend their time doing nothing and
this article is going to give you inspiration on why you should intelligently invest your time into doing
something with benefit, and what
you could possibly do.
Family - whether you like them or
not, they are always there to support
you and your parents and carers
have devoted their lives to helping
you be happy and healthy. But an
alarming 40% of teens have stated
that family is not important to them.
I’m sure that everyone knows one
person who does not involve themselves socially, and this may be due
to pressures they face in their lives.
Spending time with family has been
proven to be especially beneficial to
teenagers because at this awkward
stage in their lives they will be feeling insecure and possibly lonely and
taking that first step in reaching out
to a loved one and enjoying yourself
with their presence is going to open
a new pathway to success and freedom in your life.
You may not realise it yet - but you
probably have this toxic creature in
your life who eats up your time and
hacks your mind. What is this malicious monster I’m referring to - social media. It has been clinically
proven that social media platforms
like Instagram and TikTok can have
long term effects on things like mental health and can lead to depression
and anxiety. These social media are
as addictive as drugs, so do you think
that it is healthy to allow this toxic
beast to contaminate our minds by
giving young impressionable people
unrealistic standards that can dam-

By Jimmy

age our images of ourselves?
After this you may be wondering,
what can I do to make myself happier? One thing that has been
proven to be beneficial to people's
mental health is hobbies. These can
range from anything from dancing to
gardening. This is very advantageous
to you because if you choose to pursue your passions, hobbies will be a
great way to help improve your mental health. One of the most beneficial
hobbies somebody can take up is
sports, this is because the exercise
will result in your body releasing
chemicals like endorphins that will
make you work better in other aspects in your life.
Finally, the most important way to
spend your time is by looking after
yourself. This can include anything
like sleeping, eating and drinking. A
sleep schedule is the best way to
make yourself more productive.
Make sure that you get between at
least 7-8 hours of sleep if you are a
teenager. A good start to the day is
important to reaching your productivity to your maximum. Also without
a healthy diet you will be susceptible
to having your energy drained quite
easily - so ask yourself, why would
you ever want to punish your innocent body?
In conclusion, you will 100% benefit
from taking the advice in the article
above, you should bless yourself
with the gift of happiness and indulge yourself around people you
love. The best place to start giving
yourself is in the present.

BLACK LIVES MATTER
What is BLM and reasons for writing about it?

By Sude

he had a family and a life to live. ‘I can't breathe
please’ he said but the white police officer didn't
care. George Floyd also said ‘ I can't believe this
man, mom I love you and tell my kids I love them,
I’m dead'. Imagine how disturbed someone could
be to purposely kill someone for the reason of his
skin colour. It is disgusting. Further cases include:
Rayshard Brooks who fell asleep in his car blocking
the drive through lane at the fast food restaurant;
Daniel Prude who had run on the street naked while
experiencing a mental health episode; Breonna Taylor who was asleep at home; Atatiana Jefferson was
at home; Stephon Clark was standing in his grandmother's yard and Botham Jean was seated at home
on his sofa eating ice cream. These innocent people
did not commit a crime, they did not do something
to harm anyone, some of them were at home doing
nothing wrong and still were killed. Ignorant, racist
police officers may always find ways to exert their
power. The world needs to know and understand
we are all human. You have no right to ever be racist to someone. You have no right to ever take
someone's life for no reason. Black lives MATTER
and will ALWAYS matter.
I am writing about black lives matter because I be- The movie ‘The Hate U Give’ is something that evelieve that it is a very important topic to talk about. ryone has to watch, it is the perfect example of how
People need to understand that just because some- racist and unfair people can be.
one's skin colour is different to you it doesn't mean
you can treat them differently. Do people not understand that we are all human beings?
#blacklivesmatter was launched by Patrisse Cullors,
Alicia Garza, and Opal Tometi in July 2013, after the
death of Trayvon Martin. It was created for the
online community to help raise the understanding
Educate
of the experiences of non-white Americans.
yourselves before
hating on black peoBlack people killed by the police in the USA
ple. RIP to many of
George FLoyd’s death really showed how racist peo- black innocent lives,
ple can be. For no reason George floyd lost his Life,
BLM forever.

ANOREXIA - KNOW THE SIGNS
By Gabriela
What is anorexia ?
Anorexia is an eating disorder that can leave
you with serious health problems. This is
when people start to find it hard to eat food
or instead they eat a very strict amount of
food which can lead to starvation. Over time
you start to become thin and malnourished if
you carry on not eating or having a small
amount of food. Some start to think they look
overweight even when they are skinny and
carry on doing their normal routine of not
eating that much .
How to identify when someone is suffering
with anorexia ?
The signs that someone suffering from anorexia :

 Seeing them start to miss meals purposely

 Eating very little and avoiding foods you
see as fattening

 Taking medicine like appetite suppressants such as sliming or diet pills

 Exercising excessively
 Dramatic weight loss
 Lying about how much they’ve eaten or
how much they weigh

 Hiding how thin they are by wearing loose
clothing
The physical symptoms consist of :

 If your an adult and have an unusually low
BMI (body mass index)

 Your periods stopping (in women who
have not reached menopause)






Headaches or problems sleeping
Feeling dizzy, cold and very tired
Poor circulation in feet and hands

Hair loss from scalp
How many teenagers struggle with anorexia?
Anorexia is more common among teenagers
and most common in girls . Overall the population remains low - affecting 0.03% , or in 1 in
3,000 at the highest estimate in the UK .
Why do people develop the eating disorder ?

 The individual could of been bullied for
their weight, shape or eating habits

 There may be a social aspect within a
family setting , for example if parents are

concerned with weight and about body
image

 Low self esteem, anxiety, obsessive com-

Why does my generation still
not understand feminism?
By Mary

pulsive disorder and perfectionism

 People constantly commenting about the
person's weight and adding rude remarks

 Very painful or traumatic life experiences,
such as parental separation
Treatment and support
It's important for anorexia to be identified in
the early possible stage and for treatment to
happen straight away to avoid and reduce the
risk of serious complications . Treatment will
be slightly different for adults over 18 compared with those under 18 .
The treatment for adults that are over 18 will
be attending talking therapy. The aim of the
talking therapy is for you to understand the
causes of your eating problem and for you to
start to feel comfortable with food , so then
you can start to begin eating more and start
to reach a healthy weight .
On the other hand, for treatment for those
under 18 you will be offered family therapy.
Family therapy allows you and your family to
talk to a therapist, explaining how anorexia
has affected you and how your family can
support you better. The therapist will also
help you find ways for you to not relapse into
the unhealthy eating habits once your therapy
has ended. You also can decide whether you
want therapy with or without your family.
Also it is important to add therapy can be
different to everyone and may take longer or
less depending on the person .
Conclusion:
Anorexia is mostly common in teenagers and
if you start to see the signs and symptoms
that you’re developing the eating disorder
you should consult your family or carer about
it as it's not something you can overcome
overnight . If you don't feel comfortable to
speak to your career or family then there's
helplines that are open 365 days a year from
9am-8pm during the week and 4pm-8pm on
the weekends and bank holidays .
Helpline : 0808 801 0677
Studentline: 0808 801 0811
Youthline: 0808 801 0711

Feminist are misunderstood by many of
this generation. People still don't understand the feminist movement and
what they are fighting for. Many believe it is wrong, stupid and unfair, but
they are absolutely wrong!
First of all, NOT ONLY WOMEN ARE
FEMINST, men can also be feminists.
Feminists fight for equal rights and
opportunities between men and
women, it is not a movement to make
women superior to men.
Society stereotypes both men and
women. Why is it still the case that
women are the ones more likely to stay
at home and look after the children and
to make sure dinner is always ready?
Why is it still the case that society still
says ‘women and girls don’t do sports,
that’s a boy thing’? Why is it still the
case that women and girls are often
encouraged to be a ‘stay at home
mother’ and let a man provide for her
and her children? Why is it that women
are perceived as always so ‘emotional
and weak’.? Why is it that men are
expected to be the breadwinners of the
family? Why are some men supposed
to provide for their whole family themselves? Why do boys have to grow up
with being told to never show emotions? Told that “strong boys don't cry”
or that “you’re crying like a girl, stop
it”?
From reading this, do you see how
wrong and unfair society is? One of the
many things feminist fight for is to
break these with stereotypes. They are
determined to break with traditional
views of men and women and show
that we are all equal and human beings
who deserve equal rights and opportunities.

YOUR BIGGEST ENEMY: PROCRASTINATION
By Joanna
What is procrastination?
Procrastination is the act of delaying or postponing tasks until
the very last minute or even past the due date. As students, we
are the most ideal victims of procrastination. The dark early
mornings of winter to the repetitive long school hours after
which we are expected to complete piles and piles of more
work is quite tiring indeed. But as the ambitious mind strives to
complete them, the exhausted body has chosen the easy short
term way out: procrastination. In other words, motivation helps
our self control to get things done. Demotivating factors are
things that distract us from the tasks we were assigned to do,
laziness is not the only factor to procrastination but also the
fear of not being able to live up to the task standard and many
others.
Types of procrastination
Turns out, there’s quite a few different types of procrastination,
which one are you?
1.
Active - Purposely delaying work as working under pressure is better for them
2.
Passive - Delaying the task because they are indecisive in
their choices and find it hard to act on them
3.
Dreamer - The ones who dream of grand ideas with no
intention of working hard, just pure luck
4.
Worrier - Someone who doesn’t even try to do what
they need to do in fear of not being able to actually complete it
5.
Perfectionist - Like the worrier but more extreme, delaying tasks in fear of not being able to complete them perfectly
6.
Deferrer - The most relatable to teenagers, someone
putting off a task with the belief of it not being important and shouldn’t have been given it in the first place
Impacts
As much as we all believe in that reassuring facade of procrastination as the best solution to all our problems is actually a devil
in disguise. Whatever the reason, avoiding and delaying your
work can make it worse. Even I, myself, can’t resist procrastinating and as the famous saying goes ‘I can do it later’ but many
of us keep our word and manage to do it in the afternoon or
the day after. However, this is only valid with one task. Once it
starts piling up, the you who makes the promise now expects
the later you to be more motivated than ever to complete all
the tasks being held up. But in the end it never becomes the
case. The pile stays tall and stalled and the future you, who you
naively relied on, is still the same you, stuck in bed and on your
phone. For others, unable to enjoy whatever they’re doing in
guilt of the unfinished work.
Solutions
So, how do you defeat the enemy and break out of the habit of
procrastination?
1. Routine - The simplest solution: easy to say, hard to

do. If you are able
to train yourself as
part of a routine
to get things done
on time, it will
make your life
more easier and
organised. An example for remembering to revise everyday would be creating a revision
schedule. Doesn’t need to be all perfectly planned but
rough time appointments for each thing you want/have to
do that day; working around the clock and making sure to
keep working around the schedule.
2. Motivation - It’s impossible to get things done with
zero motivation. So if you want work to be completed you
need to ask yourself this. Why are you doing this? Do you
really need this? Is It beneficial? Once you have an answer,
only then can you start to build up a passion to fight this
procrastinating habit. It could be something big like getting
good grades or even having to have less work later on. The
faster you do it now, the less you have to worry about in
the future and more time you have for other things that
you actually want to do.
3. Remove Distractions !! - Pretty self explanatory, the
easiest solution but almost always the main culprit. Your
phone. Turn it off, bury it under your bed, in a drawer, in a
different room wherever it is, keep it away from yourself.
You’ve set a routine, you have the motivation, the last step
you need is to eliminate all distractions. You need to either
get work done in a chaotic environment or learn to have
self control. If you’re quite social, I don’t recommend
studying with friends. If you have a short attention span,
don’t study with your phone next to you.
Though these solutions are for procrastination, they are
easily transferable to other life events. A skill future employers just may be looking for. But that’s only if you start
perfecting it now then you can be ready to use these skills
in the real and serious world.
Ending Note.
‘You may delay, but time will not, and time is never found
again’ - Benjamin Franklin
In conclusion, no matter how hard it is, no matter what reason
it is, find the motivation, remove the distractions and repeat
each day to set it as part of your routine. It’s a tough job, only
the strong willed and minded can handle such an enemy. So
stop stalling and get it done, as much as it doesn’t seem like it
now, it’ll probably help you in the future and you’d be glad you
did it. You’ll reap what you sow whether it be good or bad.

WORLD OF WEBNOVELS
What are webnovels?
Webnovels are novels posted online, they can be published by
anyone and can be a great source of entertainment, they are
can easily be accessed from most devices

By Phuk

people’.
What would I recommend you to read?
I mostly read Chinese webnovels, which may seem weird to
most people, but I would recommend you to read them. Reading Chinese webnovels is similar to people watching anime, it
Why should you read webnovels?
may seem odd for some people, but you just have to have an
Webnovels allow you to explore the world of a writer and to open mind and you might enjoy your experience.
entertain yourself, while allowing you to explore the different
ideas and concepts of the writer. Reading helps you to develop As for my recommendations, I would recommend you, in the
your literacy skills, you develop your vocabulary and you can action genre to read ‘Forty Millenniums of Cultivation’. For
learn how to read between lines and make deductions based on those who don’t read Chinese webnovels, the term ‘cultivation’
what you like to read and how you like to read. Reading also can be very foreign. In most novels, cultivation is the develophelps you with your mental activity and can help you multitask. ment of a person, their pursuit, which is in most cases the purBy reading, you not only read the words presented, but you also suit of longevity and power, the genre of webnovels which focreate a world with your imagination, whether intentionally or cus on ‘cultivation’ is called ‘xianxia’. ‘Forty Millenniums of Cultisubconsciously, multitasking your reading and imagination.
vation’ is about a scavenger who lives in a society which has
been suppressed and oppressed by a race called demons. The
So why should you read web- story revolves around how the main character lives in this socinovels and not regular novels? ety which has developed certain rules and ideals in order to
counter the demons. While the first few arcs of the web novel
You may be wondering, what's focus mainly on action and fighting, the story develops as the
the difference between novels main character matures, exploring various themes which are
and webnovels? Regular novels hidden in plain sight, such as: racism, power and class, the pros
are physical objects and require and cons of different societies and that power comes in many
you to carry around a book or a forms.
piece of literature, it takes up
space and can get easily ruined, If action novels are not your cup of tea, I would recommend you
it also requires some money to a novel called ‘The Monk that wanted to Renounce Asceticism’.
read if you want to own a copy. This novel is a slice of life that focuses on making decisions and
Webnovels on the other hand, how people see the world. Although there is a hint of fantasy,
are very convenient to read. it's a comedy that focuses on the development of a monk and
Webnovels can be accessed from any device, which you are his desires in the world. The novel explores how people should
more likely to carry and are more convenient to carry. Reading deal with situations and that there are always at least two sides
a web novel only requires you to go to a website or to to a story and that people should act only upon having a proper
download an app, which you can do at the tap of a button. De- understanding of the situation to avoid making mistakes which
pending on the website you use, you may be able to access the could affect others much more heavily than thought.
web novel at little to no costs.
So, where should you read webnovels?
There are many sites that allow you to read webnovels, but
My personal experience reading webnovels
I have been reading webnovels for quite some time, 3-4 years most are filled with adverts or filled with problems. For a gento be exact. Most of my free time has been spent reading web- eral webnovel site, I would recommend you a platform called
novels, it's a good hobby to have. I find reading webnovels a fun ‘Webnovel’ (https://www.webnovel.com/), although it has it’s
hobby that I can do with a few taps on my phone. Reading web- problems (underpaid authors, requires money or waiting to
novels allows me to experience a new world, go on a new jour- access novels), it’s still a good web novel site. If you like to read
ney and explore new ideas and concepts. It has allowed me to action novels, I would recommend you a site called
mature mentally and develop my mindset more openly. Al- ‘WuxiaWorld’, (https://www.wuxiaworld.com/), the site mainly
though I mostly read fantasy and action webnovels, I also occa- publishes Chinese and Korean novels, with the main genre besionally read other genres. Despite action and fantasy seem- ing action. If chinese and korean novels aren’t in your interests,
ingly being really shallow and being ‘for children’ or ‘people I recommend a site called ‘Royal Road’, (https://
who need to grow up’, a good novel will have a properly devel- www.royalroad.com/home), ‘Royal Road’ is a website that has a
oped world and storyline regardless of the genre, which may wide variety of novels (mostly western novels) and has a very
not be inferior to ‘more advanced genres’ for ‘more grown up convenient search engine for those who want a specific genre
and general plot.

